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1. General Information
1.1

Inspection Information

Type of inspection

: Comprehensive home inspection

Report ID

: 162016

Inspector

: M. Volmerink

Date of application

: 30th December 2015

Date of inspection

: 1st January 2016

People present

: Estate Agent

Weather conditions during inspection

: Rainy

1.2

Client
Mr A. Keur and
Mrs. A. Keur

Name

:

Address

: Mississippidreef 95

Postal Code

: 3565 CE

Place of residence

: Utrecht

Telephone number

: 030 2614961

Fax

:

E-Mail

: Info@adakeur.nl

1.3

Property Information

Building type

: Villa

Address

: Example Street 10

Postal Code

: 0000 AD

Location

: AMERSFOORT

Year Built

: 1940

Inhabited

: No

Year of Renovation

: N/A

Use of Property

: house

Number of Floors

: 3

Volume

: > 1000 M³
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2. Inspection of the Structure
2.1

Purpose of the Inspection

The purpose of the inspection is to provide a clear, independent overall picture of the
condition and quality of the house being purchased. An estimation is made of the short term,
necessary improvement measures. Other erected buildings without a foundation such as
certain sheds, barns, or prefab summerhouses are not included in the inspection.
Furthermore, the inspection is meant to provide insights on the state of maintenance of the
property and to provide an indication of any defects or shortcomings. This is accomplished
by means of a visual inspection of the property, taking into account, and in relation to, the
statutory regulations at the time of construction, and the nature and style of construction.
This type of visual inspection provides a random indication of the state of the building at the
moment of inspection. Only visual defects or shortcomings are detected and reported.
Hidden defects or shortcomings cannot be detected in the course of this inspection. Any
suspicions of such defects or shortcomings shall be reported.
The report has no other purpose than to provide an indication of possible costs of repairs or
maintenance of the property, not excluding the possibility that other expenses for repairs or
maintenance of the property may occur which were not included or indicated in the report.
The report is not to be considered a guarantee for the expected required and necessary
repairs and maintenance.
The nature, purpose, and method of a visual inspection have the consequence that no
specialist investigations are performed. This means the following:
- No measurements are taken (except for moisture measurements);
- No calculations are made;
- Parts are not removed, moved, lifted, or unearthed to inspect constructions or
installations that lie behind / underneath, or are hidden from sight.
Briefly put, no “destructive” inspection takes place during the visual inspection.
Furthermore, within the framework of this inspection, no investigation takes place to detect
the presence of Asbestos or any objects or materials that may contain Asbestos.
Any suspect of objects or materials containing Asbestos will be reported.
There can be no liability in the scope of this inspection if objects or materials containing
Asbestos are not detected and therefore not included in the report.
Additional information on Asbestos is available in the publication “Asbest in en om het huis”
(Asbestos in and about the house) from the Ministry of VROM & SZW, phone: 070 3395050.
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2.2

Report on the Structural Condition

The following aspects are included in the report on the structural condition:
 Evaluation of the state of maintenance of each element;
 The visibility of each element;
 Examination and commentation on the condition of each element;
 An estimation of costs on repairs and/or replacements to be performed in the short
term to ensure the functioning of an element, or to limit the risk of further damage;
 The advice to conduct specialized investigations, such as:
- The presence of wood affecting insects
- The presence of wood destroying fungi
- An inspection to determine the strength of the construction
- The occurrence of concrete decay
- The presence of Asbestos
Building sections excluded from the scope of the inspection are: animal shelters (stables,
pens, aviaries etc.), fencing, pergolas etc.

2.3

Evaluation of the Property

The evaluation of the structural condition of the property focuses on the following two issues:
1. The evaluation of the quality of the house, whereby the occurrence of defects or
shortcomings in the structural conditions are reported.
2. The extent in which the quality of the elements are reduced, due to ageing processes,
improper implementation, or calamities.
It is not possible to indicate how and to what extent the condition of elements of the property
will develop during the period of the validity of the report.
An indication of the remaining life span or necessary replacement of the parts or elements in
the future is not included in the report. The report is not to be considered a guarantee for
necessary maintenance or costs involved in the maintenance or replacements.
In cases in the report in which an element or part is stated as not possible to inspect or
partially inspected, an estimate will be made, based on the potential relevant defects on
other related elements / materials and the inspectors own experience and knowledge.
In cases in which the client demands certainty over elements or parts that were not possible
to inspect or partially inspected, then further destructive or specialist investigation is
recommended.
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2.4

Method

Areas under and between floors, walls, ceilings, and panelled ceilings and roof-timbers are
inspected as far as they are accessible under normal circumstances. If parts or areas are not
accessible for inspection, this will be mentioned in the report. If parts or areas are not
accessible, or only with difficulty or danger, the inspector may decide to abandon the
inspection of these parts. This will also be mentioned in the report.
A visual inspection of houses and apartments serves the purpose of establishing the
functionality and the quality of the house and other erected buildings, with foundations, of the
property.
Those parts thst are not accessible for visual inspection will be evaluated by means of a
derivative opinion based on the assumed quality in terms of the state of repair of visible parts
connected to parts which are not accessible.

The assessment is a random indication of the situation at the time of the inspection.
This means that the circumstances at the time of the inspection, such as the weather, the
extent of visibility and accessibility, may be vital for and have influence on the assessment.
It may occur that damage of defects are found, of which the cause or the importance cannot
be established without further investigation. If this occurs, it will be reported.
The evaluation of the property consists of a general evaluation of the quality of the property
and explanatory remarks for each part of the property.

2.5

An Indication of Costs

When an indication of cost of repairs and or maintenance is supplied in the context of this
inspection, standard tariff and unit prices for materials and standard rates for professional
labour will be applied. The indicated prices are inclusive of VAT. The costs of repairs are
included in the report only when these repairs are technically necessary to restore the
property in a reasonable state of repair. Improvements or embellishments are not included in
the report.
Although the utmost is done to supply an accurate indication of the cost of repairs and
maintenance, no rights can be derived from the pricing in the report.
Prices marked as ‘PM’ (pro memory) and or approximate estimates are included when a
precise indication of cost of repairs or replacement cannot be provided or when the extent of
the damage is difficult to establish. Leakage of weather-beaten roof covering may affect
supporting beams that are not visible. The cost of repairs or maintenance depends on the
selected solution, for example, finishing of the walls or replacement of the floors. The
accurate prices can only be supplied when the cause of the damage is established (for
example in the foundation, or moisture in the crawl space under the building), and prices of
parts of the interior depend on the quality and make. An accurate indication of some of these
costs, with broad margins, can be included.
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2.5.1 Obligation to Supply Information
Under article 17 of the civil code of The Netherlands (het Nieuw Burgerlijk Wetboek), the
obligation to supply information is described. In accordance with this law, sellers are obliged
to inform buyers of the normal or specific use of the property the buyer intends to use the
property for. The seller is obliged to inform the buyer if he/she is aware or should be aware
that the property is not suitable for this purpose or use. The performance of this duty involves
the following:




The seller is obliged to inform the buyer of any defect or shortcoming of the property
with a view to the expectations the buyer may have of the agreement;
The seller is liable for the defects or shortcomings he/she is unaware of, only if the
defects and shortcomings affect the normal use of the house;
The seller is not liable for visible defects or shortcomings.

Any rights derived from the inspection apply only when a completed and signed information
form is provided to the inspector prior to the inspection.

2.5.2 Obligation to Investigate
Under article 17 of the civil code of The Netherlands (het Nieuw Burgerlijk Wetboek), the
obligation to investigate is described. A buyer may expect only the qualities of the property of
which he/she should not have doubts. If the buyer has doubts, he/she has the duty to ask
questions or to investigate those doubts.
The performance of this duty involves the following:






The buyer should make inquiries regarding invisible defects of the property the seller
may be aware of, even if the seller did not supply the information. The completed
information form, often available from the real estate agent, is suitable for this
purpose.
The information form, information from a visual inspection, actual inspection visits,
and possible specialist investigation (which may be advised by the inspection agency
or an initiative of the client) are considered proof of the attendance to the duty to
inform or investigate.
As a seller is not liable for visible faults or defects, the buyer is required to ask
questions and investigate with third parties what cost is involved in the repair of these
defects or shortcomings, either on his/her own initiative or as suggested by the
inspection agency. The indication of cost of repairs in the report from the inspection
agency, based on a visual inspection, is only based on a standard tariff and standard
rates for professional labour.
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3. Technical Condition
3.1

Explanation

The assessment of the technical condition of the property focuses on the following issues:
1. The quality of the house and the property as a whole. The assessment includes an
investigation of defects or shortcomings in the structure and the extent of the
influence of the ageing process on the quality of the house, and other parts of the
property with a foundation.
2. The state of repair and maintenance of the house and other parts of the property that
include a foundation.
The following criteria are applied in the assessment:
Assessment Condition
score

Description

Excellent

1

No or very limited ageing.
Incidental ageing to a limited extent.

Good

2

A beginning of the ageing process.
Occasional beginning of the ageing process.

Acceptable

3

The ageing process has started in some areas.
Visible ageing in some areas.
The function of parts of the structure or installations
is not affected.

Mediocre

4

The ageing process frequently affects parts of the
structure or installation.
The function of parts of the construction or
installations is occasionally at risk.

Poor

5

The ageing process is irreversible.
The primary functions of parts of the construction or
installation are no longer secure.

Very poor

6

Technically ready for demolition.
Serious defects and shortcomings and continuous
failing of the functions of parts of the construction or
installation.
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4. Report
Foundation
Foundation
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

No defects found in relation to foundation

Recommendation:
€

Repair costs:

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
Settling may occur short after building or by changes in the ground water level.

Substructure
Cellar (no dwelling)
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
During certain seasons, It is not unusual to have a small amount of penetrating damp in
old cellers. Appropriate ventilation is recommended.

Crawl Space
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Due to the narrow passage the crawling space could only be evaluated from the hatch,
therefore it is not possible to give an comprehensive evaluation of the condition of the soil,
walls, ground floor and/or ducting.
The crawlspace is inspected from the opening in the hatch. If the crawl space regularly lies
under a layer of water, it is recommended to dismantle the gas and central heating pipes to
prevent corrosion. Pipes should never lie under water.
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Facade Structure
Masonry
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
There is always a chance of damp penetration in solid masonry. However care needs to be
taken when using impregnating agents. If not inserted correctly, this could result in
damage to the brickwork.

Lintels
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:

Facade Equipment
External Frames - wood
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

Inspector note:
Dry rot is not always visible, especially when it involves painted parts and in cases when
wood rots from the inside out. Dry rot can develop quickly, especially with temperatures
above 5 degrees Celsius.

External Frames - aluminium
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
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External Windows - aluminium
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:

External Doors - wood
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

Inspector note:

External Doors - aluminium
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

Inspector note:

Locks and Hinges
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

Inspector note:
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Glazing; single/double
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:
Inspector note:

Direct
0,00

€

€

Long term
0,00

The house is fitted with double glazing
There has been no current leakage found or visible in the insulating glazing other than that
already mentioned. It is possible that weather conditions and pollution may act as an
obstruction in determining these defects (and therefore gives no guarantees).

Balcony Excluding Rails (excluding lead and zinc)
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

Direct
0,00

€

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:

Balcony Equipment (parapet)
Assessment:

Mediocre

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

Rust/Loose parts

Recommendation:

Replace balcony equipment

Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
350,00

The frame of the balcony fence has been affected by rust and several parts of the fence
are loose. Complete replacement of the balcony fence is recommended.

Porch Roof (excluding lead and zinc)
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
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Drip Sills - ceramic
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

Damages

Recommendation:

Replace damaged parts

Inspector note:

Direct
200,00

€

Repair costs:

€

Long term
0,00

The ceramic sills are partially damaged. All damaged parts should be replaced.

Lead and Zinc Work
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

Direct
0,00

€

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:

Facade Finishing
Pointing
Assessment:

Mediocre

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

Rinsed out pointing

Recommendation:

Repoint facade

Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
1.750,00

The pointing at the backside is partially rinsed out. Repointing is recommended.
Worn pointing can be locally repaired. However, there is a chance of colour difference
between the old and the new pointing. If the pointing is soft, it needs to be replaced within
5 to 10 years.

Paint Work - top coat
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Exterior paintwork requires a new coating every 6 years, with some retouching in between.
The paintwork should be seen as regular maintenance and therefore no costs are included
in the report.
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Roof Structure
Pitched Roof Structure - wood
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:

Flat Roof Structure - wood
Assessment:

Niet inspecteerbaar

Visibility:

Not

Defect:

Not visible for inspection

Recommendation:
Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

Due to the interior finishing, the roof structure is not visible for inspection.

Roof Boarding
Assessment:

Niet inspecteerbaar

Visibility:

Not

Defect:

Not visible for inspection

Recommendation:
Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Due to the interior finishing, the roof boarding is not visible for inspection.

Roof Equipment
Guttering
Assessment:

Mediocre

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

End of theoretical life

Recommendation:

Replace gutters

Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
2.500,00

The gutters are at the end of their theoretical life. Replacement of the gutters in the near
future is recommended.
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Guttering
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

Dirt

Recommendation:

Clean gutters

Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

The roof valleys are clogged. This clogging could lead to leakages. Cleaning of the gutters
is recommended, costs for these works are added at: "Pitched roof finishing".

Drainpipe
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
Note: No check was carried out regarding the connection of the drainpipe to the sewer
system.

Dormer
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

Minor damage visible

Recommendation:

Repairs during paint work

Repair costs:

Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

The frames of the dormer windows are damaged due to bad paint work. Remedial work
should be carried out.

Roof Light
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
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Chimney Stack
Assessment:

Mediocre

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

Rinsed out pointing

Recommendation:

Repoint

Inspector note:

Direct
0,00

€

Repair costs:

€

Long term
0,00

See notes at: "Pointing".
It is not possible by means of a visual inspection to determine if the chimney and
ventilation ducts meet the standard. The ventilation ducts on the inside are not visible for
inspection.

Guttering Construction
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Direct
0,00

€

Repair costs:

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:

Lead Work
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Direct
0,00

€

Repair costs:
Inspector note:

Lead should be applied in lengths of up to 1.5 meters. If applied in longer lengths, there is
a change of cracking due to the expansion of the material.

Roof Finishing
Pitched Roof Finishing - ceramic roof tiles
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

Loose/damaged parts

Recommendation:

Remedial work

Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
2.000,00

€

Long term
0,00

Several roof tiles are loose and/or damaged. Furthermore the cement mortar is partially
rinsed out. Remedial work is recommended.
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Flat Roof Finishing - bitumen
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
Modern asphalt roofing, if well applied, has an average life span of 15 to 20 years.
Flat roofs are meant to run dry in order to prevent pollution and blockage. Regular
inspection / cleaning is needed.

Paint Work - top coat
Assessment:

Poor

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

Bare parts/peeling

Recommendation:

Repaint roof equipment

Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

The paintwork on roof equipment shows bare parts and peeling paint. Repainting is
recommended. Exterior paintwork requires a new coating every 6 years, with some
touching up in between.
The paintwork should be seen as regular maintenance and therefore no costs are included
in the report.

Interior Structure
Ground Floor - concrete
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
If possible, the inspection of the ground floor also occurs from underneath; provided that
there is sufficient crawl space (at least 50 x 50 cm) and no further obstruction by piping,
ducting, or other obstacles.

Ground Floor - wood
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
If possible, the inspection of the ground floor also occurs from underneath; provided that
there is sufficient crawl space (at least 50 x 50 cm) and no further obstruction by piping,
ducting, or other obstacles.
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Storey Floor - wood
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
€

Repair costs:

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:

Walls - load bearing
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

Inspector note:
When prewalls are installed against walls, it is usually against moisture penetration, rising
damp, or for isolation purposes. In cases of prewall usage, defect in the building structures
behind the prewalls are not detected.

Interior Equipment
Staircase
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:

Kitchen
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

Inspector note:
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Sanitary Wear
Assessment:

Mediocre

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

Defects on sealant

Recommendation:

Replace sealant

Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
250,00

€

Long term
0,00

Regular checking of the sealants is recommended. Sealants must be replaced in case of
mould or detachment to prevent potential leakage.
No capacity measurement was carried out during the survay.

Interior Door Frames
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:

Interior Doors
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

Some doors jam

Recommendation:

Remedial work

Repair costs:

Inspector note:

€

Direct
50,00

The toilet door on the ground floor is jamming. Remedial work should be carried out.

Interior Finishing
Ceiling - general
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
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Tiles
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
€

Repair costs:

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
Note: Only the tilework in the plumbing areas are assessed.

Wall Finishing - general
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
€

Repair costs:

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:

Water System
Visible Pipework
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

Piping material: Copper.

Visible Waste Plumbing System
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

Piping material: uPVC.
The outside plumbing is not visible and therefore not assessable.
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Gas System
Visible Gas Pipes
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
Only detailed specialist test will confirm the adequacy, efficiency and/or safety of gas
systems' installations. Surveyors are not qualified to undertake these tests. Any comments
on gas systems in this report are made by the way of the visible parts only. It is
recommended to have the gas system inspected by specialists.

Electric System
Fuse Box/Consumer Unit (minimum 4 circuits)
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Number of circuits: 24.
Only detailed specialist test will confirm the adequacy, efficiency and/or safety of electric
systems' installations. Surveyors are not qualified to undertake these tests. Any comments
on electric systems in this report are made by the way of the visible parts only. It is
recommended to have the electric system inspected by specialists.

Wiring
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Partially

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
Houses built before1960 may still have, partially or entirely, jute wiring and/or steel pipes.
In such cases, this has to be replaced.

Visible Electric Ducting
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
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Residual Current Device
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:
Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Regular testing of the circuit breakers is recommended. After pressing the test button, the
installation must be automatically switched off. If this fails to occur, please immediately
notify your electrician. There must be a User's Manual kept near the consumer unit,
covering all aspects of circuit breakers.
During inspection, fuses are not tested for functioning and the earthing system is not
measured. In cases of missing RCD, it is recommended to get one installed (± € 320).
The installation is not inspected in relation to relevant Dutch standards (NEN normen).

Heating System
Central Heating
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

Boiler up to 10 years old

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

Inspector note:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Brand: Nefit
Model: Smartline
Year of production: 2006
Only detailed specialist test will confirm the adequacy, efficiency and/or safety of heating
systems' installations. Surveyors are not qualified to undertake these tests. Any comments
on heating systems in this report are made by the way of the visible parts only. It is
recommended to have the heating system inspected by specialists.

Visable Heating Pipes
Assessment:

Good

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

No defects found

Recommendation:
Repair costs:

€

Direct
0,00

€

Long term
0,00

Inspector note:
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Taps and Radiators
Assessment:

Acceptable

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

Rusting of radiators

Recommendation:

Remedial work

Repair costs:

Inspector note:

Direct
450,00

€

€

Long term
0,00

The radiators in the bathroom have been affected by rust. Remedial work should be
carried out.

Outbuilding
Pavilion
Assessment:

Mediocre

Visibility:

Entirely

Defect:

Penetrating damp

Recommendation:

Teatment of walls

Repair costs:

Inspector note:

€

Direct
3.500,00

€

Long term
0,00

Several walls of the outbuilding are affected by penetrating damp due to insufficient
drainage. Adjustment of the drainage and treatment of the walls is necessary.
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4.1

Inspector Comments

Remarks by the inspector
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5. Summary Costs of Repair
Foundation

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

0,00
0,00

Substructure

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

0,00
0,00

Facade Structure

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

0,00
0,00

Facade Equipment

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

550,00
0,00

Facade Finishing

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

1.750,00
0,00

Roof Structure

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

0,00
0,00

Roof Equipment

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

0,00
2.500,00

Roof Finishing

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

2.000,00
0,00

Interior Structure

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

0,00
0,00

Interior Equipment

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

300,00
0,00

Interior Finishing

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

0,00
0,00

Water System

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

0,00
0,00

Gas System

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

0,00
0,00

Electric System

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

0,00
0,00

Heating System

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

450,00
0,00

Outbuilding

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

3.500,00
0,00

TOTAL

Direct costs in €:
Long term costs in €:

8.550,00
2.500,00
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6. General Commentary on the Main Components
6.1

Foundation / Substructure

A first impression of the stability of the foundation can be obtained by scrutinizing the
formation of cracks and leaning outside walls. Further specialist investigation is
recommended when there are doubts regarding the stability of the structure. The
assessment of the severity and extent of the damage to the structure of the foundation
enables consideration of the possibilities for repairs. The measurement of the width of
cracks, the use of plaster patches, or unearthing of the foundation or substructure allows for
this assessment.
The possibilities for repairs – and the cost of repairs – depend on the local circumstances,
the type of foundation or substructure, piles straight under the foundation, support beams,
slab foundation, access to the foundation or substructure and municipal regulations. The
inspection of the crawl space and the basement or the cellars is vital for the assessment of
the condition of floors, walls, installations, and the effects of humidity on planking and steel
piping.
There are many causes for subsidence, bulging, or settling or sinking, such as fractures or
affected piles, formation of cracks in brick foundation, faults in the elaboration on detail and
dimension, drainage of ground, or a combination of these causes. Only with thorough
investigation (through inspection of ground plans, unearthing of the foundation, taking
measurements, and a check on the workmanship of the construction) can the causes and
possible solutions be established. It is important to determine whether the subsidence can be
repaired without further damage to brickwork; whether the repair affects the surrounding
area, whether the piles can be placed straight under the foundation, or whether support
beams along the outside walls are a better solution, and what the consequences for the
drainage are.
Damp and humidity in cellars is usually caused by a faulty elaboration on details of walls and
floors (an inadequate rim, an inadequate sealing or an imperfect coating on the outside),
incorrect elaboration on floors (porous brick, poor quality of the covering) or overdue
maintenance. The solutions are usually applications from the inside of the building, by
injection or application of covering (header course) or the installation of a waterproof
concrete floor with a rim to ensure a watertight cellar.
Damp and humidity in crawl areas usually rises from the ground or is caused by leakage of
piping, limited ventilation, or porous foundation. The usual solutions are to inject to improve
the ventilation or to apply a covering to seal the area (foil, foamed concrete).

6.2

Facade Structure / Equipment / Finishing

The closed outside walls (concrete, brick, slabs) are examined to assess the quality of the
foundation and substructure (cracks mainly), presence of humidity (rise of damp, seepage or
discharge), or imperfect workmanship (dilatation, incorrect elaboration on details).
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The quality and safety of the construction of a balcony is examined, including the finishing of
the floor, fencing and railing, and elaboration on the details of the edges. The quality and
materials, details and wear of frames, windows, and doors are examined. It is recommended
to entirely replace any dry glue and putty used in wooden window frames to avoid damage to
underlying (enclosed) wooden parts. Insulation glass is considered with a view to the
economic depreciation (a maximum of 15 years).
In the appraisal of the maintenance of paintwork, three phases are considered (every 3 to 4
years: touch up of all horizontal parts, every 6 years: more thorough paintwork of horizontal
and ascending parts, and every 10 to 15 years: complete paintwork, depending on the
previously used system of paintwork).
The wear, missing parts, and silting of pointing is examined. The flaking, crackle, and cracks
of plaster is examined.
In the appraisal of the maintenance of paintwork, three painting systems are distinguished:
-

Touch up of horizontal parts every 3 to 4 years;
More thorough paintwork (including ascending parts) every 4 to 6 years;
Complete paintwork every 10 to 15 years, depending on previous paintwork system.

Insulation glass is economically depreciated in 15 years. The term of guarantee for incorrect
manufacturing usually is 10 years. For the following 5 years, the condition is qualified as
‘reasonable’. After that period, weather beaten glue rims or leaking gas filling may reduce
insulation (mildew, dirt and condensation).
Leakage of insulation glass can occur any time, also depending on the quality of the
professional installation of the glass.

6.3

Roof Structure / Equipment / Finishing

The construction of the roof is examined in only in so far it is visible. The constructive
coherence of the construction is examined and the occurrence of affects (dry rot, wood
affecting insects) and visible leakage is established. The condition and maintenance of
roofing material and rims is assessed (age, cracks, weather beaten, and growth).
Economic depreciation, discoloration, finishing (casing) and functioning (sogging, breakage,
leakage) of waste pipes and gutter are considered.
Brickwork, pointing, covering plate, and lead flashing of chimney stacks are checked.
The elaboration of edges, functioning of glass, and the presence of leakage of skylights and
roof windows are assessed.
The underlying parts of the roof covering (truss, beams, roof boarding) may be affected by
wear of the roof covering (cracks, growth, visible dents, economic depreciation). A
reservation is made for unseen conditions when the construction of the roof is covered or
finished. Special attention is required for the edges of roof terraces as the elaboration on the
details and the workmanship may cause damage to wooden parts. The term of depreciation
of parts is usually 15 years (10 year guarantee, 5 years reasonable condition).
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6.4

Interior Structure / Equipment / Finishing

The ground floor is visually examined to establish the safety of the construction, in so far as it
is visible in the area of the hatch to the crawl space (the damage from woodworm, dry rot,
and wood affecting insects, and damage to the reinforcement of stony floors). It is important
to reduce dampness or humidity in the crawl space (by covering floors with foil or a stony
covering, by improving ventilation, or by installing drainage).
The other floors are visually examined to establish the extent of sagging, creak, and stability.
Occasionally, the possibilities of a visual examination are limited because of a covering or
finishing on the floors, either on the surface or underneath. Supporting and non-supporting
walls are inspected to establish whether there are cracks, a rise in dampness, or humidity.
Some general remarks are included in the report regarding the quality of the interior part of
the property. A functional assessment is made of the quality of the kitchen and sanitary
equipment. The inspector will include remarks on the functional assessment if the possibility
of the use of the units is reduced due to damage or defects (for example when the kitchen
unit is affected by distension, the sanitary installations are not functioning or inadequate
stench-traps).
The costs to improve and to bring up to date the interior of the property (especially paintwork
and tile work) depend on the desired quality and style (for example when the work is done on
own account). In some situations, it is useful to provide an indication of the range of the
required work.

6.5

Installations

The installation of drains and plumbing is examined to observe the applied materials and
functionality of the system. The use of leaden piping may cause leakage in between floors as
an effect from sagging or cracks. Steel gas pipes could corrode in damp crawl spaces. In
certain copper pipes, capillary joints could become detached, thereby causing leakage.
The quantity of circuit sections of the electric installation is examined. In long-standing
houses, the installation was often limited to two circuit sections, without earth wire switch. In
modern houses, the capacity should be more suitable for the use of more electric equipment
(in the kitchen, computers, televisions, etc.).
If there are doubts regarding the quality of the electric installation, wall sockets will be
opened to verify the use of tarpaulin cord and the presence of steel pipes.
The investigation does not include a verification of the application of Dutch official standards
(NEN). If this verification is required, the public service corporations offer the service to
verify. This service is also required when major renovations are planned. New agreements
and contracts may be used by the public service corporations to adjust the terms and to bring
the terms up to date. This also applies to new houses. Meeting the requirements of these
new terms and regulations may involve considerable costs.
It is recommended to replace cast iron or glazed stoneware pipes of the installation of drains
and sewers, even if there is no proof of leakage or visible rust. The inner part of the pipes
may be corroded under the influence of deposits from waste products. Often, problems occur
after new owners move into the house because the system is not used for some time. By
cleaning and renovation, more deposit from sand and dirt may develop without being noticed,
causing obstruction and problems when the installation is again in use.
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Leaden drain and supply pipes (for water, sewage) may be damaged through their own
weight and soft material. Especially in those areas where the pipes are not directly visible (in
walls, between floor joists), this damage could cause leakage and damage to wooden parts,
corrosion, and other forms of damage to the construction or parts of the construction. It is
recommended to replace the leaden drain and supply pipes to prevent such damage.
The depreciation of an average central heating installation takes place in 15 years. After 15
years, the central heating boiler should be replaced. Unless indicated otherwise, only the
boiler should be replaced, not the radiators or the pipes.
The heating installations, such as central heating, gas heaters mounted against the outside
wall, open fires and flues, are only visually inspected. There is no inspection of the inner
side, the capacity, or the functionalism of the heating installations.
If a closer inspection of the heating installations and a check of the capacity of the boiler or
radiators are required, a professional registered contractor or advisor can supply this service.
The economic value is a factor to consider; it could well be that it is more economic to
replace than to maintain a boiler or heating installation, because of the yield and overall
advantage. The public service corporations for gas and water systems offer services to
check leakage and capacity. The pipes that are not visible are not included in our inspection.
The electric installation is inspected for the presence of an earth wire switch, the quantity of
circuit sections, and the wiring. The function of the earth wire or the fuses is not tested and
the earth wire is not measured. Even if the installation of an earth wire switch is not
obligatory in all places, it is recommended to have a switch installed. The inspection of the
electric installation and wiring is only possible in some places: the inspection is limited to
some places where lamps are fitted (on ceilings, in cellars, and attics). Some sockets are
opened to check the parts. Steel pipes under the floors and tarpaulin cord may not be
detected. It is advised to ask a public service corporation to check the installation if there are
any doubts on the quality of the installation.
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Inspection report regarding the National Mortgage Guarantee
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
Applicant
Mr A. Keur
Mrs. A. Keur
Mississippidreef 95
3565 CE UTRECHT

Company

ADA Keur

Address

Mississippidreef 95
3565 CE Utrecht
(030) 261 49 61
info@adakeur.nl
M. Volmerink
1st January 2016

Phone
Email
Inspector
Date of inpection
Chamber of
Commerce:
Registerd as
Property
Address
Property
type:
Year Built:

Examplestreet 10
0000 AD AMERSFOORT
Villa

28095915
Structural Consultancy Bureau

Accountability
Date of inspection
1st January 2016
Thus drawn up truthfully:

1940
(Inspectors signature)

ESTIMATION OF TOTAL COSTS

Results building components
Results per storey
Total

Direct costs

Long term costs

0,00
8.550,00
8.550,00

2.500,00
0,00
2.500,00
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INSPECTION RESULTS GENERAL BUILDING COMPONENTS
Code

Defect and Location

A.0

Foundation
No defects found in relation to foundation
Cellar (no dwelling)
No defects found
Crawl Space
No defects found
Pitched Roof Structure - wood
No defects found
Flat Roof Structure - wood
Not visible for inspection
Roof Boarding
Not visible for inspection
Guttering
Dirt
Guttering
End of theoretical life
Drainpipe
No defects found
Dormer
No defects found
Roof Light
No defects found
Chimney Stack
Rinsed out pointing
Guttering Construction
No defects found
Lead Work
No defects found
Visible Electric Ducting
No defects found

A.1
A.1
A.3
A.3
A.3
A.3
A.3
A.3
A.3
A.3
A.3
A.3
A.3
A.6

Action

S.C. %

Direct
costs

Long term
costs

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

O

100

0,00

0,00

V

100

0,00

2.500,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

100

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

V
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INSPECTION RESULTS PER STOREY
Code

Defect and Location

B.1.2

Masonry
No defects found
Lintels
No defects found
External Frames - wood
No defects found
External Frames - aluminium
No defects found
External Windows - aluminium
No defects found
External Doors - wood
No defects found
External Doors - aluminium
No defects found
Locks and Hinges
No defects found
Glazing; single/double
No defects found
Balcony Excluding Rails (excluding lead
and zinc)
No defects found
Balcony Equipment (parapet)
Rust/Loose parts
Porch Roof (excluding lead and zinc)
No defects found
Drip Sills - ceramic
Damages
Lead and Zinc Work
No defects found
Pointing
Rinsed out pointing
Paint Work - top coat
No defects found
Pitched Roof Finishing - ceramic roof tiles
Loose/damaged parts
Flat Roof Finishing - bitumen
No defects found
Paint Work - top coat
Bare parts/peeling
Ground Floor - concrete
No defects found
Ground Floor - wood
No defects found
Storey Floor - wood
No defects found
Walls - load bearing
No defects found
Staircase
No defects found
Kitchen
No defects found

B.1.2
B.2.1
B.2.1
B.2.1
B.2.1
B.2.1
B.1.2
B.2.1
B.6

B.6
B.6
B.1.2
B.2.1
B.1.2
B.2.2
B.3.1
B.3.1
B.2.2
B.3
B.3
B.3
B.6
B.6
B.6

Action

V

V

V

H

S

S.C. %

Direct
costs

Long term
costs

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

100

350,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

100

200,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

100

1.750,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

100

2.000,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

100

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00
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B.4
B.6
B.6
B.6
B.6
B.6
B.6
B.6
B.6
B.6

B.6
B.6
B.6
B.6
B.4
B.6

Sanitary Wear
Defects on sealant
Interior Door Frames
No defects found
Interior Doors
Some doors jam
Ceiling - general
No defects found
Tiles
No defects found
Wall Finishing - general
No defects found
Visible Pipework
No defects found
Visible Waste Plumbing System
No defects found
Visible Gas Pipes
No defects found
Fuse Box/Consumer Unit (minimum 4
circuits)
No defects found
Wiring
No defects found
Residual Current Device
No defects found
Central Heating
Boiler up to 10 years old
Visable Heating Pipes
No defects found
Taps and Radiators
Rusting of radiators
Pavilion
Penetrating damp

V

100

250,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

100

50,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

H

100

450,00

0,00

H

100

3.500,00

0,00

H
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Explanation of the Technical Condition
The assessment of the technical condition of the house refers to the following aspects:
Code:
Location:
Action:

S.C.(%):
Direct
necessary
costs:
Long term
costs:

This number refers to the attached program of requirements and recommendations.
States the action to be taken and a description of the defect.
D = demolish; R1 = restore; R2 = replace; A = application; O = other (specify).
The sharing of costs in multi-storey buildings, whereby Sharing of Costs indicate the
percentage meant for the buyer based on the Deed of Division or an estimation by the
inspector. An example: total cost of € 10.000,-, for 4 apartments: S.C. 25%, necessary
costs: € 2.500,-.

The cost of the immediate need of repair.
Costs for future maintenance (optionally within 5, 10 or 15 years).
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Code
B.1.1
B.1.2
B.1.2.1
B.1.2.2
B.1.2.3
B.1.3

B.2.1

B.2.2

B.3

B.4

B.S
A.O

Programme of requirements and recommendations
Requirements/ recommendations

Building
code

CONCRETE FACADES
Renovating or replacing concrete elements
BRICKWORK / FACADES
Combating rising damp. Renovating consequential damage.
Chiselling out and renovating in accordance with existing work all
cracks in brick and plasterwork as well as loose plasterwork.
Replacing damaged and cracked bricks.
Repairing or replacing brick parapet which has cracks appearing
and loose bricks according to existing state (possibly in
accordance with reconsidering support structure construction)
METAL CONSTRUCTION PARTS
Inspecting steel construction parts which are imbedded in the
brickwork (or concrete) for rust (indicator is cracks appearing
and/or bricks being pushed out). Treating or replacing, if and
when necessary
OUTDOOR FRAMES/WINDOWS/DOORS
Repairing or replacing damaged parts. Making it possible to
open/close windows or doors which close badly/ stick.
Making roof windows/ wind and rainproof. Replacing rotten parts
(or possibly the whole element). Making it possible to open/close
parts which can be opened.
Where necessary, renovating or renewing lead and zinc work
Where necessary, replacing water hammer and window/door sills.
OUTDOOR PAINTWORK
Removing loose or detrimental layers of paint on existing
woodwork.
Sanding woodwork, filling, painting two primer coats and painting
finishing coat.
After removing rust and cleaning existing steel, painting two
primer coats – once with corrosion preventative paint - and
painting finishing coat.
For new woodwork, treating all wood surfaces which remain in
sight with a covering coating or in accordance with the existing
situation.
Removing rust/descaling ungalvanized steel and treating this for
conservation. Possibly treating damages in ungalvanized steel
with zinc compound.
The indoor paintwork of a part which has to be painted must be in
a good state (otherwise add indoor paintwork to this part)
Replacing broken glass.
FLOORS, WOODEN CONSTRUCTION PARTS
Replacing wood damaged by wood-rot or mould (beams, under
layers, columns and fence work)
If and when necessary, reinforcing beams or under layers.
If mould is found, then measures need to be taken based on
professional advice. (see also A.S)
SANITARY FACILITIES
Only when a useable facility is not at all present, must a task be
included for creating this facility.
DAMP VENTILATION
Sufficient ventilation must be possible in the case of indoor
kitchens, bathrooms and toilets
FOUNDATION
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A.1

In the case of sloping and/or cracks appearing in walls the cause
must be investigated by a professional. Renovations must be
conducted in accordance with the professional report.
UNDERFLOOR SERVICE VOID
In the case of a façade width of at the most 5 metres, two
mouse-proof ventilation openings must be present for underfloor
service void ventilation. In larger façade widths there must be a
minimum of three. In the underfloor surface void sufficient air
circulation must be possible (pay attention to rubble)

A.2

PORCH/GALLERY
Repair or replace damaged concrete plates and lintels.
Chisel out cracks in brickwork and plasterwork and repair in
accordance with existing work. Replace damaged and cracked
bricks.
Inspect steel construction parts embedded in the brickwork (or
concrete) for rust. If necessary treat these or replace them.
Repair or replace seriously damaged consoles, beams and
columns.
Repair or replace worn away or damaged floor parts and
staircase steps.
Fasten loose banisters. Place new banisters where necessary.
Repair or replace damaged or broken fencing.

A.3

ROOF
Resolve damages to the roof construction, such as trusses, wall
plates, purlins, roof sheathing, wooden latticing and battening, by
repair or replacement of parts.
In the case of a flat roof, resolve damages to the construction
such as roof sheathing, supporting beams and under-layers by
repair or replacement of parts.
ROOF CLADDING
Replace broken and porous roof tiles or slates and roof-ridges.
Reposition roof tiles, slates and roof-ridges which are not properly
in position. Refasten blown over or loose shingles or replace the
whole covering.
Look at lead joints and if necessary, repair or replace them.
Resolve damages to zinc, bitumen, mastic or plastic roof cladding
(if necessary completely replace)
If necessary, refill or replace ballast (gravel/ tiles)
Resolve damages to gutters and edging.

A.3.1

A.3.2

CHIMNEY AND VENTILATION CHANNELS OUTSIDE OF THE ROOF
Repair or completely replace damages to chimney tops, including
the pots.
Repair the drainage finishing layer and impregnate or completely
replace and impregnate.
Repair damages to lead work or replace lead work completely.

AA

FIRE SAFETY
Remove Tempex (styrofoam)

A.5

PEST CONTROL/FUNGUS
Pest/ mould control must be conducted in accordance with a
professional report.
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Explanation of the Model – Structural Report Regarding the National Mortgage
Guarantee
Introduction
Applying for the National Mortgage Guarantee might, in some cases, require a Structural Report.
If the report is drawn up by the town county or by the 'Association of House Owners' (vereniging eigen
huis) no procedural requirements are needed. In all other cases the report must be drawn up in
accordance to the Structural Report Regarding the National Mortgage Guarantee.
It is possible for inspection companies to provide their clients with a (more extensive) Structural
Report. In these cases it is important that the report consists of a summary of the relevant data
needed to apply for the National Mortgage Guarantee.
Assessment Framework for inspection
In the report, the structurally important components are shown in a checklist. These structural parts
are inspected, since defects in these components can be costly.
Based on the checklist, each building component is accessed to indicate the expected costs for
repairs and/or replacements. Major expenses regarding the components that fall outside the scope of
this framework should be reported under “miscellaneous”, as well as defects of unspecified
components that might have an impact on health, safety and usage.
The framework for verification is specified in the schedule of requirements and recommendations of
the Model Structural Report.
During inspection, only the visible components are inspected. It is therefore not possible to evaluate
components such as the foundation, sewerage, etc. In some cases it is possible that the inspector
might recommend further additional specialist research.
Cost Indications
• The estimated costs may relate to:
- Directly necessary costs: costs necessary te immidiately repair defects;
- Costs long term: costs of future maintenance (optionally within 5, 10 or 15 years);
- Costs for improvement: costs related to possible improvements.
• The cost indications:
- Are mentioned separately (directly necessary; necessary on long term; improvement);
- Based on contractor prices (not on do-it-yourself activities);
- Inclusive VAT;
- Where possible and economically reasonable, costs are estimated based on repairs and not
on complete replacements;
- Determined assuming that the contractor can work in sequence;
• The cost of shoring, demolition, and staging and the cost of consequential damages are not
included cost estimates.
Tax aspects
If the inspection is carried out in order to obtaining a mortgage with National Mortgage Guarantee,
then the cost of this inspection, as well as the cost of obtaining the National Mortgage Guarantee are
tax deductible.
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DELIVERY CONDITIONS
AGREEEMENT
1. GENERAL
1.1
ADA Keur undertakes to inspect properties upon the instructions of the client, to possibly record the results of this (these) inspection(s) in an inspection report and
to make this report available to the client.
1.2
The general terms and conditions observed by ADA KEUR are part of the agreement or assignment between parties. The client declares that these terms and
conditions are known to him/her and to accept the contents thereof. Client also declares that prior to entering into the agreement or assignment, he/she received a
copy of the general terms and conditions observed by ADA KEUR, or has at least seen and accepted them electronically at the inception of the contract.
2. ASSIGNMENT AND PLANNING
2.1
Assignments relating to the execution of Energy Performance Advice (EPA), pre-purchase inspections, sales inspections, acceptance tests and long-term
maintenance for Homeowners Association are provided to ADA KEUR via the online application form containing all relevant information regarding the object(s) to be
inspected.
2.2
ADA KEUR has the right to let third parties play a greater or lesser role with regards to activities arising from the agreement, unless parties have agreed in writing
otherwise. If services from a third party are used, the general terms and conditions of this party apply to the activities of the party concerned.
2.3
Depending on the assignment, arrangements for the inspections may be made by ADA KEUR. For the time of the inspection a margin of plus or minus 30 minutes
is observed, as external circumstances often cannot guarantee an exact time.
2.4
The client ensures timely provision to ADA KEUR with regards to all information ADA KEUR necessarily needs or all information of which the client should logically
understand that it is necessary for executing the agreement. If the information necessary to execute the agreement has not been provided in time to ADA KEUR,
ADA KEUR has the right to suspend the execution of the agreement and/or charge the client for the extra costs resulting from the delay. Charging will be done in
accordance with the customary rates.
2.5
ADA KEUR is not liable for damage of any kind, which directly results from inaccurate and/or incomplete information from the client and/or the seller.
2.6
The client guarantees that ADA KEUR has free access to the object to be inspected and all components to be inspected, including attics, crawl spaces etc. on
surprising factors such as stray pets and the like. If, in order to gain access to the object, keys must be picked up somewhere and/or returned by ADA KEUR, or
waiting times arise, ADA KEUR has the right to charge the associated costs.
2.7
The client provides ADA KEUR with all relevant information necessary for the proper conduct of an inspection.
2.8
The collection and delivery of keys will only take place when absolutely necessary and only upon prior request from the client and/or his/her representative, and
within a radius of 20 km around the inspecting object. In such situations, the client or his/her representative will have a key statement prepared and ready. The key
statement indemnifies ADA KEUR against all liabilities and damages of any nature or resulting from any cause whatsoever. Picking up and/or dropping of keys will
be charged at the prevailing rates of ADA KEUR.
2.9
If a situation liable to serious danger is found during inspection (including situations concerning friable asbestos), ADA KEUR has the right to suspend the activities
and to cancel the agreement.
2.10 If an asbestos inspection or a combination inspection is ordered, another party will be responsible for the asbestos inventory. In case of a combination inspection,
this will concern a separate order: ADA KEUR will only be responsible for the house inspection, but does remain the contact person. In this situation, ADA KEUR
has the right to charge 75% of the agreed final invoice.
3. NATURE OF THE INSPECTION
3.1
The inspection consists of a visual inspection related to the age of the object and is a snapshot that reports detected apparent faults or defects only.
3.2
The purpose and the nature and manner of the visual inspection does not entail that specialist examinations will be performed, nor that measurements will be made,
nor calculations will take place or parts will be removed, moved, lifted, etc. in order to asses underlying structures and/or installations. ADA KEUR will conduct its
work to the best of its knowledge and abilities. does not provide any guarantees regarding the inspections carried out and/or advice provided.
3.3
For reporting purposes, the objects will be visually checked respectively inspected by ADA KEUR. The visible parts are judged on their functionality and quality. For
those parts that cannot be inspected visually a derivative judgment of the suspected quality may be given on the basis of the suspected quality of the visible,
composed, and interconnected building elements.
3.4
As for the purchase and sales inspection test, the ground floor in the immediate vicinity of the crawl hatch will be inspected if the client or his/her representative is
not present during the inspection. If the client or his/her representative is present at the inspection, the underside of the ground floor will be inspected, if accessible
in a simple manner and under good conditions and safely, such in connection with safety and health and safety legislation, only at the sole discretion of ADA KEUR.
For all inspections, a dry and free minimum crawl height of 0.50 meters is required.
3.5
Roofs, gutters, eaves, etc. are inspected to a maximum height of 2.5 meters (first floor level), if safe, at the sole discretion of ADA KEUR, accessible by ladders up
to 3.5 meters (working height 2.5 meters). If elevated elements must be inspected, this is only possible with the use of climbing equipment made available by the
client, that meets the current legal requirements, properly maintained and under safe conditions, this at the sole discretion of ADA KEUR.
3.6
If weather conditions and/or unforeseeable circumstances prevent, render more difficult or delay the inspection, this at the sole discretion of ADA KEUR, ADA
KEUR reserves the right to postpone and/or interrupt the inspection.
3.7
If, because of circumstances described in Article 3.6, an inspection does not move forward, must be interrupted, or can only be partially implemented, this
inspection will be invoiced nevertheless. A re-inspection and/or a follow-up inspection will then take place. This renewed and/or follow-up inspection will be
conducted by ADA KEUR according to the conditions and rates specified in this agreement.
3.8
If inspections should be performed by ADA KEUR on objects that are part of a larger whole, the client or his/her representative shall indicate beforehand which
building components should also be inspected. In these situations, ADA KEUR reserves the right to invoice additional costs, if any.
3.9
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, environmentally hazardous materials will not be expressly sought during the inspections. Environmentally-friendly materials are
understood to mean asbestos, oil tanks and the like.
3:10 Since 1994, a general ban on the use of asbestos has been in force in the Netherlands. Residential as well as commercial objects built until 1994 possibly contain
asbestos or materials containing asbestos. Detecting asbestos (inventory of asbestos) and mentioning this in the reports is not included in the scope of an
architectural inspection, as these activities are part of an asbestos investigation, which should be done by an asbestos specialist. This specialist inspection includes,
among other things, laboratory tests, to determine the actual presence of asbestos. No liability is accepted for possible damage resulting from the presence of
asbestos in a residential or commercial object.
3.11 No objects other than the home and external spaces that are attached to the house shall initially be inspected. Excluded is the terrain and landscaping. If,
nonetheless, loose objects (such as a barn, shed, carport, etc.) should be approved, ADA KEUR indicates this clearly in the order confirmation.
4. NATURE OF THE REPORT
4.1
With the exception of the delivery inspections and open inspections, the findings of the inspections are recorded in the inspection report. Unless otherwise agreed,
these reports will all be transmitted digitally.
4.2
If, during an inspection, it appears that certain elements or parts of an object cannot be inspected, this will be stated in the report.
4.3
If, during an inspection, it appears that certain elements or parts of an object should be inspected by a specialist or expert in a particular field, this will be indicated in
the report.
4.4
If, during an inspection, it appears that access to certain objects and/or parts thereof is very difficult and not without risk, these objects and / or part thereof not
inspected, only at the discretion of the ADA KEUR. This shall be stated in the report.
4.5
The charges stated in a report are global estimates of costs of repair and/or replacement.
4.6
The validity of the report is 6 months.
4.7
Changes or adjustments to the inspection reports and/or the working methods are applied exclusively by ADA KEUR.
4.8
Client has the obligation to check the accuracy and completeness of the contents of the reports prepared and the advice provided by ADA KEUR upon receipt and
to inform
ADA KEUR of modifications and/or remarks within 14 days after date. Unless changes and/or remarks have been notified to ADA KEUR by the client
within 2 weeks, he/she shall be deemed to unconditionally accept work performed, reports prepared, and advice provided. ADA KEUR has the right to ascertain the
correctness of modifications and/or remarks from the client, failing which the client will not be entitled to assert any rights.
4.9
ADA KEUR initially drafts all inspection reports in Dutch. When English reports are ordered, these reports are translated Dutch reports. The Dutch reports remain
leading. ADA KEUR is not responsible for misconceptions or differences in the interpretations due to the translation from Dutch to English.
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. SCOPE
1.1
These terms and conditions apply to all offers and agreements of or with ADA Keur, hereinafter referred to as ADA KEUR, and all associated operations, both
preparatory and executive in nature.
1.2
Insofar as not otherwise agreed in an agreement, only the general terms and conditions shall apply.
2. PAYMENTS AND RATES
2.1
2.2
2.3

2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

The structural inspections and additional services to be performed by ADA KEUR will be invoiced to the client or his/her representative according to the separately
confirmed rates.
ADA KEUR reserves the right to adjust the rates once a year, as per January 1, in line with the price index figure for household consumption as determined by CBS
per each November 1. An adjustment as referred to here will never lead to a decrease in the rate applicable at the time when the rates would be adjusted.
All prices quoted by or agreed with ADA KEUR are excluding VAT, unless explicitly stated otherwise. A specified or agreed (all inclusive) price only relates to the
tasks expressly specified therein, to be performed under reasonably normal foreseeable conditions and based on the data known to ADA KEUR at the time of the
quotation or agreement on the price. Derogations or changes in the abovementioned activities, circumstances, data and the like may lead to additional work or cost
increases and are cause for adjustment of the agreed price. When working without an end date, the agreed sales prices will be indexed per January 1 of each new
year.Invoices are payable within 14 days after the date of the invoice, unless stated otherwise on the invoice.
The client will be in default merely through exceeding the payment deadline. The ADA KEUR client is liable for 1.5% interest per month for every month (or every
part of the month) the payment does not take place, without prior notice of default being required.
The client has to pay ADA KEUR the full extrajudicial and judicial costs if the client does not, despite reminders, pay the amount which is due and if ADA KEUR
passes on the claim to a third party.
The client does not have the right to compensate a possible counterclaim with the claim of ADA KEUR. All payments must be made without any deduction or setoff.
In case of liquidation, bankruptcy or suspension of the payment of the client, the claims of ADA KEUR and the obligations of the client concerning ADA KEUR will
become immediately due.
Payments done by the client shall always be used to settle all interest and costs owed and then due and payable invoices which have been outstanding the longest,
even if the client indicates that the payment pertains to a later invoice.

3.

CANCEL AND/OR POSTPONE INSPECTIONS

3.1

In case of cancellation by the client of an already given assignment after the inspection day, the client will owe ADA KEUR a cancellation fee equivalent to the
payable invoice amount.
In case of cancellation by the client of an already given assignment on the inspection day or the day before the inspection day, the client will owe ADA KEUR a
cancellation fee of 75% of the agreed invoice amount.
In case of cancellation by the client of an already given assignment two days before the inspection day, the client will owe ADA KEUR a cancellation fee of 50% of
the agreed invoice amount.
In the event of cancellation by the client of an already given assignment more than two working days before the inspection day, the client will not owe ADA KEUR a
cancellation fee.
In case of postponement by the client of an assignment already given on the inspection day or the day before the inspection day, the client will owe ADA KEUR a
postponement fee of 25% extra on top of the agreed invoice amount.
In case of postponement by the client of a mandate already given two working days before the inspection day, the client will owe ADA KEUR a postponement fee of
10% extra on top of the agreed invoice amount.
If it appears that despite existing agreements an object is not accessible or that the object cannot be inspected, ADA KEUR cannot be responsible or liable for any
resulting delays and/or damage of any kind. If, as a result, a given assignment cannot be executed, a fee shall be owed to the amount of the agreed inspection rate.
If the client and/or occupant and/or his/her representative is not present at the agreed inspection date and time, and therefore the agreed inspection cannot take
place, the client, without having the right to an inspection at a time to be determined, is liable to pay the full inspection price agreed with ADA KEUR without any
discount.
If ADA KEUR cannot attend the inspection within a reasonable time, the inspection will be canceled and no fee will be charged.
Payment must be made within 14 days of the invoice date. ADA KEUR, however, always has the right to claim full or partial advance payment and/or to otherwise
obtain payment assurance, including bank guarantee. If the client does not settle any amount due on the basis of the above, he/she will be legally in default, without
any notice of default being required. All judicial and extrajudicial costs of ADA KEUR in connection with the collection of any claim against the client or related to the
defense against a wrongly alleged claim of the client shall be borne by the client.

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8

3.9
3.10

4.

COMPLAINTS AND DISPUTES

4.1

The client should inform ADA KEUR in writing of complaints and/or damages and/or indemnities within three months after discovery, failing which the client can no longer
claim that ADA KEUR was at fault in not fulfilling its obligations under the agreement or assignment.
After written notification, the submitter immediately receives a confirmation and the "registration form damage, defect, or deficiency".
The registration form damage, defect or deficiency shall, within fourteen days of the date of dispatch by ADA KEUR, be returned to ADA KEUR fully, clearly and
truthfully, completed, initialed, signed and with all attachments, failing which the client will lose his/her legal claim rights. Incomplete and/or illegible, and/or not
truthfully completed and/or not initialed and/or unsigned application forms will not be processed by ADA KEUR and also lead to loss of rights of client as mentioned
above.
The handling of a registration does not imply any recognition of the damage, the defect, the deficiency and/or liability in any form and by whatever cause. Therefore,
ADA KEUR reserves all rights in this field.

4.2
4.3

4.4

5.

LIABILITY

1.5

ADA KEUR is in no way liable for damages of any nature whatsoever and by whomsoever suffered, arising from, or in connection with services delivered by ADA
KEUR, unless such damage was caused due to intent or gross negligence of ADA KEUR and / or employees of the ADA KEUR.
ADA KEUR is not liable for failing to report the defects resulting from conditions on the object to be inspected concealed or incorrectly specified by the owner, user,
broker, client and/or third parties. ADA KEUR is either not liable for damage resulting from a description in the report that does not correspond to the terminology of
legal regulations or regulations of utility companies or for terminology used by them.
ADA KEUR is not liable for the omission of defects that are not reasonably visible and should not be charged to ADA KEUR, or for defects where it is indicated that
repairs are required or a further specialist examination is desirable or necessary.
If client could yet claim damages, his/her own risk will be € 500. -, provided that he/she will pay the damage costs.
Any liability of ADA KEUR will remain at all times limited to the following amounts:
A: for constructional inspections carried out and reports, conducted surveys and all related services, to a maximum amount of € 4,500.00;
B: for all other activities and advice to the client up to the amount invoiced or yet to be invoiced, provided that the damages payable by ADA KEUR to the client will
never will be higher than the amount that will actually be paid to ADA KEUR by its professional liability insurer.
If ADA KEUR is held accountable for damage, then it is entitled, subject to all rights, but not obliged, to limit or undo, restore or to have restored the damage at its
own expense

5.2

5.3
5.4
5.5

5.6
6.

TERMINATION OF THE AGREEMENT

6.1

If the client does not timely or properly comply with one or more of his/her obligations, applies for or obtains suspension of payments, is declared bankrupt, as well
as when his/her assets are fully or partially confiscated, ADA KEUR has the right to suspend or postpone the execution of the agreement, or to terminate the
agreement in part or in its entirety by means of a written declaration, without prior notice of default, all this at its option and without prejudice to any right to
compensation for costs, damages and interests accruing to ADA KEUR.
The termination as referred to in Article 6 paragraph 1.6 must be made at any time by registered letter or summons. If force majeure prevents execution of an
agreement, ADA KEUR has the right, to suspend the execution of the agreement at its discretion without judicial intervention or to dissolve the agreement in whole
or in part, under which ADA KEUR is obliged to pay compensation, without prejudice to the further rights of ADA KEUR. Here, force majeure is understood to mean
any circumstance as a result of which the fulfillment of the agreement can reasonably not be required by the client, including war, threat of war, civil war and riots,
strikes, lockouts, fire, weather conditions, accidents, changed legal regulations or. directions and instructions by authorities respectively, etc.

6.2
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7.

PROPERTY RIGHTS

7.1

All copyrights, industrial and intellectual property rights in or in connection with advice provided, designs, drawings and / or software, remain at ADA KEUR and are
not transferred to the client, unless expressly agreed otherwise. ADA KEUR and the client are mutually bound to handle data they acquire under the agreement and
that clearly falls under the confidential information of others as strictly confidential.

8.

DISPUTES

8.1
8.2

Unless the parties have agreed otherwise in writing, all agreements with ADA KEUR and all assignments given to ADA KEUR are subject to Dutch law.
All disputes, including those which are only so considered by one of the parties, that may arise between ADA KEUR and the client in connection with the agreement
or assignment and/ or emanations thereof and which cannot be amicably resolved by the parties will exclusively be settled by the competent sector of the Utrecht
District Court.
ADA KEUR is authorised to unilaterally modify these general conditions. Insofar as the client, pursuant to Article 6.235 Civil Code, cannot call upon the grounds for
annulment, as intended in Article 6.233 and 6.234 Civil Code, handing over the modified general conditions is not necessary for the application of these conditions.

8.3

9.
9.1

ASSIGNMENT CLAUSE AND ENERGY LABEL
The information on Energy Performance Advice that is included in the monitoring file will be registered by NL Agency. Upon completion of the assignment, a
certifying body may wish to visit the dwelling or the building one more time to check the quality of the delivered energy label or customized advice. At the request of
the certifying body, the client will provide access to his/her home or building.
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